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S Y M P O S I U M   O V E R V I E W

Mandate

“Providing an educational forum to advance knowledge of youth development through recreation.”

5:00-6:30 PM Check-In

6:30-7:00 PM Welcome & Energize Activity

7:00-9:00  PM Networking Event

Thursday, November 3

S Y M P O S I U M   S C H E D U L E

Theme

The theme of the 2016 YDRS Symposium is 
Strengthening Mental Health through Recreation.

About YDRS

The Youth Development Through Recreation
Services (YDRS) Symposium is a bi-annual forum for 
advancing the knowledge about the contributions 
of recreation programs and services. It aims to pro-
vide information about children and youth devel-
opment by promoting the delivery and expansion 
of positive development through sport, recreation, 
physical activity, education and general health pro-
motion.

The YDRS Symposium attracts delegates from mu-
nicipal recreation, community service departments, 
not for profit groups, community sports groups, 
public health, educational institutions and social 
service organizations. Presenters range from front-
line staff to youth policy makers.

Experience

Join us and experience
• Sessions on recreation trends and services
• Networking opportunities with your sector         
thepeers
• Strengthening Children’s Mental Health HIGH   
fdftFIVE training

Who Attends

• Front-line Youth Workers
• Social Workers
• Recreation Facility Staff
• Healthcare Workers
• Recreation Coordinators & Managers
• Teachers



S Y M P O S I U M   S C H E D U L E

Friday, November 4

8:30-9:00 AM Late Check-In

9:00-9:15 AM Welcome

9:30-10:45 AM Keynote Speaker - Nicole Sherran
 How To Build a Brain

10:45-11:00 AM Refreshment Break

11:00-12:00 AM

A1 B1 C1

Recreation for Everybody Move Your Mood Play and the Link
to Career Development

Bronwyn Corrigan Denise Freeden Sarah England

12:00-1:00 PM Lunch Break

1:00-2:15 PM

A2 B2 C2

Using a Strength-Based 
Approach and Empathy 

Skills to Encourage 
Children in a 

Recreation Setting

Mindfulness for Youth Personal Development for 
New Professionals

Tammy Goodwin Tracy Morgan Jessica Monk & Charissa 
Hoppenbrouwers

2:30-3:45 PM

A3 B3 C3

500 FB Friends and No One 
to Talk to... 

The Pathways Project

Recreation Programming for 
Young Adults with Mental 

Health Concerns - What Works

Creating Lasting 
Connections through 

Recreation

Mike Hanna Deanna LeSage Jennifer Wakely

4:00-5:00 PM

A4 B4 Optional

The Power of Play for 
Youth Experiencing 

Homelessness

Fostering Positive Mental 
Health through Dance Facility Tours

Amanda White Matt Leung --

5:00-6:30 PM Break

6:30-8:00 PM Dinner

8:00-10:00 PM Evening Social



9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

HIGH FIVE Strengthening Children’s Mental Health Training

Break & Snack (10:30-10:45 AM)

Lunch (12:30-1:30 PM)

5:15 PM Closing Statements

Saturday, November 5

S Y M P O S I U M   S C H E D U L E

K E Y N O T E   S P E A K E R

How to Build a Brain

Nicole Sherran, Palix Foundation

Converging lines of evidence from neuroscience, molecular biology, genetics, and social science tell us that 
early experiences are literally built into our brains and bodies to effect a lifetime of learning and health, for 
good or for ill. This has profound implications for policies, programs and services that support children and 
families. In this session you will learn how brains are built: what kind of experiences promote healthy brain 
architecture, what kind of experiences derail it, and how these experiences “get under our skins” to effect 
learning, health, and social outcomes across the lifetime. 



A1 - Recreation for Everybody

Bronwyn Corrigan, The Steadward Centre for 
Personal and Physical Achievement

Physical activity is a common prescription for 
improving mental health (Rosenbaum, Tiedemann, 
Sherrington, Curtis, & Ward, 2014). As recreation 
professionals, we strive to encourage this by 
creating opportunities for youth to be active. A 
gap in this system occurs when youth living with 
impairment want to be active. How often do 
we as recreation professionals feel comfortable 
providing quality inclusive physical activity? While 
the benefits of physical activity are numerous, the 
knowledge of how to provide opportunities for all 
children to experience the joy of movement is not 
as widespread. This hands-on workshop will teach 
methods for creating inclusive physical activity 
opportunities for every ability level. This workshop 
will provide strategies on how to create games for 
children with varying physical capabilities.

A2 - Using a Strength-Based
Approach and Empathy Skills to 
Encourage Children in a
Recreation Setting

Tammy Goodwin, YMCA Northern Alberta

A Caring Adult approach that supports children 
and youth through positivity by focusing on their 
strengths. Exploration of Active Listening, Strength 
Based Feedback and the value of empathy as a 
Recreation leader or manager working with children 
and youth. Techniques we will learn and practice are 
also very useful in coaching staff.

A3 - 500 FB Friends and No One to 
Talk to... The Pathways Project

Mike Hanna, Synergy Canada

The Youth Leadership Development Pathways Project, fo-
cuses on how to grow informal and formal networks that 
of individuals and organizations that support and guide 
young people from age 10, to 29 years of age. The Path-
way project promotes and supports personal and leader-
ship development with service to others as the essential 
focus. A focus on two parallel paths is used to support 
those young people with exception abilities and those 
with challenges requiring assistance to maintain physical, 
social and mental well-being. In Canadian society there 
are identifiable transitions where the expectations of 
young people dramatically shift. Young people who are 
unable to adapt on “Society’s time table” are exposed to 
more risk to their well-being and sense of self-worth. It is 
the transitions that provide opportunities and challenges, 
Treadstone programs and opportunities contribute to 
helping young people “step up to meet the expectations” 
from where they are now.

This session will discuss the youth mentoring youth 
model used in the pathways project. Youth mentors will 
be available to discuss program successes and answer 
questions.

A4 - The Power of Play for Youth 
Experiencing Homelessness

Amanda White, Catalyst Life and Leadership

Dance Dance Revolution: Triumphant stories of the 
power of play and ‘fun therapy’ for youth experienc-
ing homelessness. Your work matters! Witness the 
deep impact recreation, sport, and adventure can 
have on quality of life, mental health, development, 
and personal growth and healing for young people 
experiencing homelessness. Hear life-changing, tri-
umphant stories and lessons from the lives of young 
people living in a transitional residential shelter in 
inner city Edmonton. Simple, low cost sport and 
recreation integrations in programming can deeply 
impact young people: fostering wellness, belonging, 
identity, and community - and even saving lives.

A   S E S S I O N S



B   S E S S I O N S

B1 - Move Your Mood

Denise Freeden, Alberta Health Services

This session will highlight the research and
development of the Move Your Mood program 
for children & youth accessing Mental Health. The 
session will look at key learnings from the research 
project and sharing success of the current Move 
Your Mood program. It will also be an opportunity 
to discuss the link between of Physical Activity and 
Mental Health and how we as a community can 
work together to get our children & youth active and 
engaged. The goal of the session will be to highlight 
what we are doing well as a community and where 
the gaps are so we can work together to create an 
action plan.

B2 - Mindfulness for Youth

Tracy Morgan, Trico Centre

Mindfulness can help us focus, learn better, calm 
ourselves and regroup our thoughts. Through use of 
use various activities you can use in your programs 
you and the youth you work with will learn tech-
niques that will achieve life-long calming strategies.

B3 - Recreation Programming for 
Young Adults with Mental Health 
Concerns - What Works

Deanna Lesage, Alberta Health Services

Learning objectives for the session are to address:

1. Current state of Mental Health for young adults in 
Alberta
2. Specific concerns and or barriers for engaging 
young adults with mental health concerns.
3. What is currently working in Edmonton- The Chal-
lenge by Choice program. What is it? How it is work-
ing and the results.

B4 - Fostering Positive Mental 
Health through Dance

Matt Leung, Vivo for Healthier Generations

As practitioners, we have an opportunity to 
Strengthen Mental Health through Recreation. 
Staying positive and healthy in today’s world can be 
a challenge so it’s important to be equipped with 
tools and strategies to help members (and ourselves) 
thrive! Come discover how you can use the power 
of physical activity and dance to experience the 
most out of all areas of your life. Get ready to move, 
stretch, boogie in this interACTIVE class that will 
inspire you to claim your #bubbleofawesome. Forget 
5-6-7-8 or complex moves, there are only 3 Rules of 
PLAY: Be Positive. Be Fun. Be Yourself.



C   S E S S I O N S

C1 - Play and the Link to Career 
Development

Sarah England, Vivo for Healthier Generations

Play is more than something ‘just for kids’!  Come out 
and challenge your outlook on adult play and  ex-
perience the positive impact play can have on your 
professional development. You will discover how 
job skills such as creativity, leadership, and problem 
solving can be fostered through play and hear how 
facilitating play has increased the confidence and 
communication skills of the Play Ambassador team.  
In this play-FULL session you will learn strategies to 
improve your career and leave with a new outlook 
on professional development and adult play!

C2 - Personal Development for 
New Professionals

Jessica Monk, City of Edmonton
Charissa Hoppenbrouwers, Bissell Centre

The ARPA New Professional’s committee would like 
to offer this session to offer resources to people com-
ing into the field. This presentation will outline some 
of the steps new professionals’ can take that can help 
provide a solid foundation for jump-starting a career. 
Topics will include: volunteerism, networking, 
mentorship and career advancement.

C3 - Creating Lasting Connections 
through Recreation.

Jennifer Wakely, Town of Okotoks

The workshop will focus on both theoretical ideas 
and practical tools participants can use when work-
ing with children and teens. We will explore the ways 
we can connect on the surface—behaviours, actions, 
the story line—and how this can be helpful but also 
potentially jeopardizing to the relationship. We will 
also explore how to connect with individuals on the 
level of feelings, receptions, beliefs, values, thoughts, 
expectations, yearnings, and spirit. This highly inter-
active and engaging workshop will also offer both 
theoretical and practical strategies and tools to make 
deep and effective connections. Participants will 
leave inspired with useful strategies to try as soon as 
they get home.



P R E S E N T E R   B I O S

Sarah England

Sarah is the Specialist, Active Play at Vivo for 
Healthier Generations and a University of Calgary 
student pursuing a BSc. in kinesiology, with a 
specialization in Mind Sciences. Since beginning her 
journey as a young recreation professional in 2012, 
her hard work and passion has allowed her to grow 
into her current role where she is responsible for 
leading and mentoring the Vivo Play Ambassadors. 
Sarah is also a certified DANCEPL3Y instructor and a 
dedicated field hockey coach. She loves to move, to 
play, and to learn, and is always pushing herself to 
try new things and step outside her comfort zone.

Denise Freeden

Denise’s interest in physical activity and exercise 
began in high school with a great physical education 
teacher and mentor. This led her to take a College 
Diploma at Red Deer College in Fitness & Health 
Promotion and later to complete her Bachelor of 
Physical Education from the University of Alberta 
with a specialty in Active Living and Well Being. 
Upon graduating, Denise was employed at Red Deer 
College as the Be Fit for Life Coordinator for seven 
years. This is where she learned how to engage 
community in Active Living. Denise later moved 
into a role with Alberta Health Services as a Health 
Promotion Facilitator, which developed into the 
Move Your Mood Coordinator and the development 
of the Move Your Mood program. Move Your Mood 
is a program designed to help children & youth 
accessing mental health lead more active and 
healthy lives. The goal of the program is to develop 
move & play plans that are unique to each individual 
child/youth to help them be more active, enhancing 
their physical and mental wellness and connecting 
them to community resources.

Tammy Goodwin

Tammy has worked in the Recreation industry for 
over 25 years within Municipal and YMCA recreation 
settings. She has led and managed recreation 
programs in Camping, Canoeing, Rock Climbing, 
Children’s Sports, Community Special Events, Group 
Fitness, Personal Training and Aquatics. Tammy is 
currently a Manager with the YMCA of Northern 
Alberta and a Training Educator for YMCA Canada. 
As a Trainer she currently leads training in YMCA 
Fitness Train the Trainer, NCCP FMS Instructor, YMCA 
Coaching for Peak Performance, High Five PHCD, 
High Five Quest and High Five Sport.

Mike Hanna

Mike Hanna is a synergy catalyst with 35 years 
experience of behind the scenes developing 
collaborative approaches to tackle complex 
interdisciplinary issues. Often identifying shared 
interests with business, local, provincial or federal 
government, communities and associations is 
central to developing pragmatic courses of action. 
Frequently balancing People, Planet and Prosperity 
from policy to practice and benefits to impacts are 
common themes. Mike has first hand experience 
with local government having worked for Winnipeg, 
St. Albert, Fort Saskatchewan, and Morinville and 
volunteer experience in youth development through 
the YMCA, Sports, Outdoor Activities and Leadership 
Development through service to others. Mike holds 
a M.A. in Applied Behavioral Sciences from City 
University in Seattle with a major in Leadership and 
Consulting and a B.A. in Recreation Administration 
from the University of Alberta. Synergy Canada is a 
recognized Blanchard Network Partner of Situational 
Leadership II programs.
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Charissa Hoppenbrouwers

Charissa graduated with a BA in Recreation, Sport 
& Tourism in 2014 from the University of Alberta. 
Since then, she has worked at Bissell Centre to create 
recreation & wellness programming for marginalized 
people living in Edmonton’s Inner City.

Deanna Lesage

Deanna LeSage is currently a Recreation Therapist 
with Addictions and Mental Health – Edmonton 
Zone – Young Adult Services - Alberta Health 
Services, currently coordinates the Challenge 
by Choice program. Previous work experience 
includes 25 years of providing recreation therapy 
services in the mental health field to youth (12 
to 18 years of age), adult forensic and acute 
psychiatry clients. Deanna has served on both the 
Alberta Therapeutic Recreation Association and 
the Canadian Therapeutic Recreation Association 
Board of Directors. Deanna has been the recipient 
of several recreation therapy awards including both 
the Alberta Therapeutic Recreation Association 
and Canadian Therapeutic Recreation Association 
Professional of the Year Award in 2007 and 2010.

Matt Leung

Matt Leung is a business graduate from the 
University of Calgary, who has spent over 10 years 
working with children and youth in the recreation 
sector. Matt is the Team Lead of Active Play & 
Lifestyles at Vivo for Healthier Generations, a not for 
profit charity in Calgary, Alberta. Leading up to the 
2017 International Play Association conference being 
held in Calgary he sits on the steering committee 
for YYCPlays, a committee of professionals invested 
in building Calgary’s capacity for play. As a Master 
Trainer for PL3Y Inc, Matt has facilitated trainings 
and workshops across Canada, and he is also an 
active member of the Alberta Recreation and Parks 
Association’s Child & Youth Committee, a certified 
HIGH FIVE Trainer, and the original Vivo Play 
Ambassador.

Jessica Monk

Jessica has been working with the City of Edmonton 
for 9 years in various positions related to Community 
Recreation. She was involved in the formation of 
the ARPA New Professionals Committee in the fall of 
2014 and is passionate about advancing Professional 
Development for new recreation professionals.  

Tracy Morgan

Tracy Morgan has been practicing meditation 
since she was 9 years old and has been teaching 
meditation and mindfulness skills since 2012. She 
is inspired to share this practice because of the 
profound impact it has had on her own life and 
the lives of her students. In her teaching, Tracy 
emphasizes meditation’s effect on the brain as well 
as the practical application of mindfulness skills to 
everyday experience.

Nicole Sherren

Dr. Nicole Sherran is a Scientific Director of the 
Palix Foundation and Program Officer with the 
Alberta Family Wellness Imitative. She has a PhD 
in Neuroscience from Carleton University in 
Ottawa and moved to Alberta in 2003 to hold an 
Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research/
Neuroscience Canada Fellowship at the University of 
Lethbridge. Her research focus includes experience 
based brain development, neurodevelopmental 
disorders, and brain plasticity. Nicole joined the 
Palix Foundation in 2007 to focus on mobilizing 
scientific knowledge and policy into clinical practice. 
She is particularity interested in creating innovative 
solutions for complex social problems and strategies 
to incent individual and organizational change. She 
lends her expertise to a number to a number of 
working committees and community projects across 
Alberta and also serves a board member for Calgary 
Alpha House Society.



Jennifer Wakely

Janis Coughlan is currently a Recreational 
Programmer for Preschool programs with the Town 
of Okotoks. Janis has many years of experience 
working with children from Preschool to teens and 
has seen the importance of relationships for all ages. 
Jen Wakely is currently a recreational programmer 
for children’s programs with the Town of Okotoks. 
With a background in coaching sports and youth 
development Jen has  seen many youth leave 
programs to become amazing young adults. 

Amanda White

Amanda White is a life coach and an inner city 
missionary with 10 years of experience serving 
young people experiencing homelessness. Using her 
Physical Education background from the University 
of Alberta, Amanda worked as part of a team to 
co-create a lieutenant governor award nominated 
transitional residential program at an Edmonton 
youth shelter, where she wrote and facilitated 
program curriculum, walking alongside hundreds of 
young men on their healing journey as they stepped 
away from a life of trauma, abuse, and addiction 
towards health, community, and deep personal and 
practical victory. Amanda has personal experience 
seeing many young people with significant 
challenges and barriers make real change and step 
into their personal power as they moved beyond 
paralyzing situations of poverty and homelessness 
to build a life for themselves that has real hope and 
possibility

P R E S E N T E R  B I O S



T H A N K   Y O U  
 T O   O U R   S P O N S O R S

Silver

Bronze

Session Sponsor

Physical Activity & Networking Session Sponsor


